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Relative  
Pronoun 

Subject 
(optional modifiers) 

Verb 
(optional complements & modifiers) 

that (relative pronoun itself) has been found by the rangers 

that Wally’s brother  

which   snakes  

which (relative pronoun itself)  

who (relative pronoun itself)  

whom the police officer  

whose  has coffee stains 

Fill in the missing parts to create relative clauses.  The first one is already complete. 

Add a relative clause to describe a noun in these sentences.  Use the ones from above or write new ones. 
 

1)  Mayor Peabody ___________________________________________ is embarrassed. 

2)  I bought a small white mouse _________________________________ at the pet store. 

3)  We were looking for the toy dragon  _______________________________________. 

4) Vicki is furious with Jack _______________________________________________. 

5) The food __________________________ can only be purchased at the Korean market. 

6) Each hole _______________________________________ is one meter deep. 

7) Underline the noun that the relative clause is modifying in #s 1-6. 

8) Add commas to the unnecessary clauses (added information) in #s 1-6. 

9) Circle the problem #s that must have a who, whom, or whose for the relative pronoun. 

Explain the difference in meaning between the two sentences below.  Recall what commas indicate about a 
relative clause. 
 

10) (a) Her brother who is married will be reading a poem at the funeral. 

       (b) Her brother, who is married, will be reading a poem at the funeral. 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

            ___________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 
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Related FIND Activity:  On a blank piece of paper make a three column chart with the headings: relative 
pronoun, noun modified, and necessary/unnecessary.  Launch the FIND activity.   As each relative clause is 
found, record the relative pronoun that begins the clause in the left most column.  In the middle column, 
record the noun in the main clause that is modified by the relative clause.  In the last column, record 
whether the relative clause is necessary to identify the noun or unnecessary additional information. 

a hotel 

that he 

liked 

where 

 

which 

Graham 
R. Gnome 

whom 

whose 

 

who knows 
a lot about 
grammar 

11. Modify the nouns with relative clauses. 

Circle the correct pronoun to use in the relative clause. 
 

12) Sheila ___ was usually brave trembled with fear.                     

      who       whom      which      that or which 

13)The book was the same one ___ Jack read last month.  

       who       whom      which      that or which 

14) Her piano, ____ originally belonged to her father, was out of tune.      

      who       whom      which      that or which 

15) A few friends ___ she met in college were at the next table.  

      who       whom      which      that or which 

16) My sweetheart gave me chocolates for our anniversary, ____ we celebrated yesterday. 

      who       whom      which      that or which 

17) The contact lens ___ is scratched needs to be replaced.  

          who       whom      which      that or which 
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Answers 
 

Missing Parts Table) Answers will vary.  Here are some possible completions. 

that has been found by the rangers   which shoots fire out of its mouth 

that Wally’s brother needs to make kimchee who ruined Matt’s brand new basketball shoes 

which snakes love to eat    whom the police office gave a ticket for speeding 

       whose shirt has coffee stains 
 

Answers will for #s 1-6 will vary.  Here are some possible completions. 

1) Mayor Peabody whose shirt has coffee stains is embarrassed. 

2)  I bought a small white mouse, which snakes love to eat, at the pet store. 

3)  We were looking for the toy dragon which shoots fire out of its mouth.. 

4)  Vicki is furious with Jack, whom the police officer gave a ticket for speeding. 

5)  The food that Wally’s brother needs to make kimchee can only be purchased at the Korean market. 

6)  Each hole that has been found by the rangers is one meter deep. 

7) #1 underline MAYOR PEABODY, #2 underline MOUSE, #3 underline DRAGON, #4 underline JACK,  

     #5 underline FOOD, #6 underline HOLE   

8) Answers vary based on meaning.  If THAT is used the clause must be necessary and therefore no commas are 

used.  

9) #s 1 and 4 should be circled 

      

10) In sentence a, there are no commas around the relative clause, WHO IS MARRIED.  This indicates that it is 
necessary information to identify the brother.  It means the brother who is married is speaking as opposed 
to the other brothers who are not married.  In sentence b, the commas indicate the clause is unnecessary 
and that the fact that the brother is married is just additional information about him. 

 

11) Answers will vary 

 who knows a lot about grammar  that he liked  

        whose beard is very long   where he stayed before 

        whom we ask for help with grammar which was inexpensive 

        who has a funny name   that had room service 

 

12) who—because Sheila is a person and WHO is the subject of the relative clause 

13) that or which—because the relative clause is necessary to identify the pronoun, one 

14) which—because the relative clause is unnecessary added information about the noun, piano 

15) whom—because friends are people and WHOM is not the subject of the relative clause 

16) which—because the relative clause is unnecessary added information about the noun, anniversary 

17) that or which—because the relative clause is necessary to identify the noun, lens 

     
 


